








TRY SQUARE

There are two 90-degree references within the functionality of the UG-1, one 
�xed and one utilizing the protractor arm. In use, both utilize the reference 
hook on the back of the tool or the parallel magnetic reference base. Accuracy 
of the �xed square is plus or minus 0.002” over the length of the 90mm leg 
(3.5”).

25

FLIP STANDOFF

When you need to lay the Universal Gage on a �at surface, �ip the stando� 
downward and slide the red marking gage assembly to the top of the tool and 
lock. This will keep the Universal Gage from tipping. 

CENTERING RULE

The UG-1 can be used to quickly �nd dead center of stock up to 140mm (5.5”) 
in width. The scale is metric which is ideal for a centering rule, all you need to 
do is align the two same numbers on the right and left edges of the stock, and 
the “0” mark indicates center.

The 144.5mm (5-5/8”) long protractor leg can be set to 90 degrees and  
features an o�set which serves two purposes, the �rst allows the 2mm 
(0.079”) thin blade edge to �t between the teeth of a circular saw blade and 
the second function facilitates the tilting of drill press tables. By chucking a drill 
rod blank in the drill press, you have two surfaces on the arm to help precisely 
set the drill press table to either square or any angle up to 45 degrees. 

PROTRACTOR

Utilizing a laser etched 45-degree quadrant, (.5mm etched resolution, and it 
is easy to visually reference a quarter of a degree), the UG-1 is a quick and 
fast protractor. Combining this adjustability with the reference hook of the 
body creates an e�cient layout tool or as a set-up tool. It also features quick 
reference icons for the common angles needed to make polyangular forms.

DOVETAIL SQUARES

For those who make hand cut dovetails, it is easy and fast to quickly set 
the protractor arm to either 6:1 or 8:1 ratios using the quick set icons as a  
reference. If you need to “reverse” the setting, transfer the angle to a sliding  
“T” bevel.  
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DIRECT READING BEVEL

The UG-1 is an e�ective layout tool substitute for the standard “T”-Bevel.  The 
blade sits �at on your work piece which allows for precise transfers of angular-
ity between the tool to your stock.  It features a two-point locking system--It is 
a best in class locking system. And the locking lever facilitates those with hand 
strength constraints.

DEPTH GAGE

The depth gage function of the UG-1 will measure depths in cavities as small as 
6mm in diameter and up. Depth capacity is 76mm (3”).  Use this to determine 
the depth of mortises, dados, rabbets, holes and other assorted recesses. It is 
fast, and locks via a jammed dovetail slide. It particularly useful in conjunction 
with measuring depths when cut by a router.  In addition, this is the tool to 
use when you need to precisely o�set a split fence on a router table or shaper. 
 

43

HEIGHT GAGE

Often overlooked as a valuable shop aid, a good height gage can save a lot of 
time. It is primarily used as a static way to set the height of circular saw blades, 
JMP blades, router bits and shaper cutters. It positively locks via a jammed 
dovetail slide.

MARKING GAGE

The marking gage on the UG-1 is a quick way to layout lines a speci�c distance 
from the hook reference.  It is not as e�cient, or as versatile as a stand-alone 
marking gage but works well for tenon layout and other smaller scale appli-
cations where parallel lines of a known distance are required.  Simply set the 
red indicator at the desired distance and mark along the bottom edge of the 
indicator. 
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FLIP STANDOFF

downward and slide the red marking gage assembly to the top of the tool and 
lock. This will keep the Universal Gage from tipping. 

CENTERING RULE

in width. The scale is metric which is ideal for a centering rule, all you need to 
do is align the two same numbers on the right and left edges of the stock, and 
the “0” mark indicates center.
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INCH/METRIC COMPARISION TOOL
The marking gage of the UG-1 features opposing scales, one imperi-
al, one metric. Sooner than you think possible, you will learn that 
25mm is about an inch, 12mm is about ½” and so on.

THE MAGNETIC BASE
There are times where a magnetic base is ideal when you need both 
hands for other tasks. This is useful for static machine setups.

JOINTMAKER PRO OWNERS
The UG-1, both left and right versions, is an ideal JMP accessory. 
Precisely controlling blade height, tilt and fence angles have never 
been easier. And since most JMP owners have the metal stand, the 
UG-1 magnetically attaches to any part of the stand. It is fast,conve-
nient and accurate.

SPECIFICATIONS
The specifications for each version are identical and are listed
below:
OAL with blade @90 degrees = 187.2mm or 7-3/8”
OAH with blade @90 degrees = 153mm or 6”
Body Height Only = 100mm or 3-15/16”
Magnetic Sole Width = 16mm or 5/8”
Mass = 217g or 0.478lbs (exclusive of packaging)
Depth Gage Capacity = 75mm or 3”
Depth Gage Minimum Hole Capacity = 10mm or 3/8”
Height Gage Capacity = 75mm or 3”
Marking Gage Capacity = 70mm or 2-3/4”
Protractor Resolution = 0.5 Degree
Center Rule Capacity = 120mm
Rule Units = 0.5mm
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DIRECT READING BEVEL

The UG-1 is an e�ective layout tool substitute for the standard “T”-Bevel.  The 
blade sits �at on your work piece which allows for precise transfers of angular-
ity between the tool to your stock.  It features a two-point locking system--It is 
a best in class locking system. And the locking lever facilitates those with hand 
strength constraints.

DEPTH GAGE

The depth gage function of the UG-1 will measure depths in cavities as small as 
6mm in diameter and up. Depth capacity is 76mm (3”).  Use this to determine 
the depth of mortises, dados, rabbets, holes and other assorted recesses. It is 
fast, and locks via a jammed dovetail slide. It particularly useful in conjunction 
with measuring depths when cut by a router.  In addition, this is the tool to 
use when you need to precisely o�set a split fence on a router table or shaper. 
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HEIGHT GAGE

Often overlooked as a valuable shop aid, a good height gage can save a lot of 
time. It is primarily used as a static way to set the height of circular saw blades, 
JMP blades, router bits and shaper cutters. It positively locks via a jammed 
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from the hook reference.  It is not as e�cient, or as versatile as a stand-alone 
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cations where parallel lines of a known distance are required.  Simply set the 
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do is align the two same numbers on the right and left of the stock, and rule 
will indicate center at the 0 mark.

The 144.5mm (5-5/8”) long protractor leg can be set to 90 degrees and  
features an o�set which serves two purposes, the �rst allows the 2mm 
(0.079”) thin blade edge to �t between the teeth of a circular saw blade and 
the second function facilitates the tilting of drill press tables. By chucking a drill 
rod blank in the drill press, you have two surfaces on the arm to help precisely 
set the drill press table to either square or any angle up to 45 degrees. 

PROTRACTOR

Utilizing a laser etched 45-degree quadrant, (.5mm etched resolution, and it 
is easy to visually reference a quarter of a degree), the UG-1 is a quick and 
fast protractor. Combining this adjustability with the reference hook of the 
body creates an e�cient layout tool or as a set-up tool. It also features quick 
reference icons for the common angles needed to make polyangular forms.

DOVETAIL SQUARES

For those who make hand cut dovetails, it is easy and fast to quickly set 
the protractor arm to either 6:1 or 8:1 ratios using the quick set icons as a  
reference. If you need to “reverse” the setting, transfer the angle to a sliding  
“T” bevel.  

TRY SQUARE

There are two 90-degree references within the functionality of the UG-1, one 
�xed and one utilizing the protractor arm. In use, both utilize the reference 
hook on the back of the tool or the parallel magnetic reference base. Accuracy 
of the �xed square is plus or minus 0.002” over the length of the 90mm leg 
(3.5”).
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DIRECT READING BEVEL

The UG-1 is an e�ective layout tool substitute for the standard “T”-Bevel.  The 
blade sits �at on your work piece which allows for precise transfers of angular-
ity between the tool to your stock.  It features a two-point locking system--It is 
a best in class locking system. And the locking lever facilitates those with hand 
strength constraints.

DEPTH GAGE

The depth gage function of the UG-1 will measure depths in cavities as small as 
6mm in diameter and up. Depth capacity is 76mm (3”).  Use this to determine 
the depth of mortises, dados, rabbets, holes and other assorted recesses. It is 
fast, and locks via a jammed dovetail slide. It particularly useful in conjunction 
with measuring depths when cut by a router.  In addition, this is the tool to 
use when you need to precisely o�set a split fence on a router table or shaper. 
 

43

HEIGHT GAGE

Often overlooked as a valuable shop aid, a good height gage can save a lot of 
time. It is primarily used as a static way to set the height of circular saw blades, 
JMP blades, router bits and shaper cutters. It positively locks via a jammed 
dovetail slide.

MARKING GAGE

The marking gage on the UG-1 is a quick way to layout lines a speci�c distance 
from the hook reference.  It is not as e�cient, or as versatile as a stand-alone 
marking gage but works well for tenon layout and other smaller scale appli-
cations where parallel lines of a known distance are required.  Simply set the 
red indicator at the desired distance and mark along the bottom edge of the 
indicator. 
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marking gage but works well for tenon layout and other smaller scale appli-
cations where parallel lines of a known distance are required.  Simply set the 
red indicator at the desired distance and mark along the bottom edge of the 
indicator. 

DIRECT READING BEVEL

The UG-1 is an e�ective layout tool substitute for the standard “T”-Bevel.  The 
blade sits �at on your work piece which allows for precise transfers of angular-
ity between the tool to your stock.  It features a two-point locking system--It is 
a best in class locking system. And the locking lever facilitates those with hand 
strength constraints.

DEPTH GAGE

The depth gage function of the UG-1 will measure depths in cavities as small as 
6mm in diameter and up. Depth capacity is 76mm (3”).  Use this to determine 
the depth of mortises, dados, rabbets, holes and other assorted recesses. It is 
fast, and locks via a jammed dovetail slide. It particularly useful in conjunction 
with measuring depths when cut by a router.  In addition, this is the tool to 
use when you need to precisely o�set a split fence on a router table or shaper. 
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TRY SQUARE

There are two 90-degree references within the functionality of the UG-1, one 
�xed and one utilizing the protractor arm. In use, both utilize the reference 
hook on the back of the tool or the parallel magnetic reference base. Accuracy 
of the �xed square is plus or minus 0.002” over the length of the 90mm leg 
(3.5”).
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FLIP STANDOFF

When you need to lay the Universal Gage on a �at surface, �ip the stando� 
downward and slide the red marking gage assembly to the top of the tool and 
lock. This will keep the Universal Gage from tipping. 

CENTERING RULE

The UG-1 can be used to quickly �nd dead center of stock up to 140mm (5.5”) 
in width. The scale is metric which is ideal for a centering rule, all you need to 
do is align the two same numbers on the right and left edges of the stock, and 
the “0” mark indicates center.

The 144.5mm (5-5/8”) long protractor leg can be set to 90 degrees and  
features an o�set which serves two purposes, the �rst allows the 2mm 
(0.079”) thin blade edge to �t between the teeth of a circular saw blade and 
the second function facilitates the tilting of drill press tables. By chucking a drill 
rod blank in the drill press, you have two surfaces on the arm to help precisely 
set the drill press table to either square or any angle up to 45 degrees. 

PROTRACTOR

Utilizing a laser etched 45-degree quadrant, (.5mm etched resolution, and it 
is easy to visually reference a quarter of a degree), the UG-1 is a quick and 
fast protractor. Combining this adjustability with the reference hook of the 
body creates an e�cient layout tool or as a set-up tool. It also features quick 
reference icons for the common angles needed to make polyangular forms.

DOVETAIL SQUARES

For those who make hand cut dovetails, it is easy and fast to quickly set 
the protractor arm to either 6:1 or 8:1 ratios using the quick set icons as a  
reference. If you need to “reverse” the setting, transfer the angle to a sliding  
“T” bevel.  
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公英制对比
UG-1的划线规有两侧刻度，一侧公制、另一次为英制刻度。滑动划线规游
标即可快速读出对应尺寸。你很快就会发现25mm对应1”，12mm对应
1/2”英寸。

磁性基座
在双手都需要完成其他工作的时候你会发现磁性基座非常有用，你可以将
UG-1通过磁性基座固定在机械设备的表面用于快速定位或者完成其他设
置。

推锯用户
UG-1是推锯用户的理想配件。他可以非常方便的设置锯片高度，倾角和靠
山斜角。而对于大多数推锯用户而言都装配了支腿，你可以非常方便的将
他通过磁性基座固定在支腿上。这可以让推锯的使用更加方便快捷和准
确。

技术参数
总长度@90°：187mm
总高度@90°：153mm
主体高度：100mm
磁性底座宽度：16mm
重量：217g（不包含包装）
深度、高度规量程：75mm
深度规可量取最小孔径：10mm
划线规量程：70mm
角度刻度精度：0.5°
中心尺量程：120mm
中心尺精度：0.5mm

the depth of mortises, dados, rabbets, holes and other assorted recesses. It is 
fast, and locks via a jammed dovetail slide. It particularly useful in conjunction 
with measuring depths when cut by a router.  In addition, this is the tool to 
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marking gage but works well for tenon layout and other smaller scale appli
cations where parallel lines of a known distance are required.  Simply set the 
red indicator at the desired distance and mark along the bottom edge of the 
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